8 rationality and the concept of a free and autonomous will are the basic repositories of the nature of man. 26 This process not only operates at an abstract level, where we can glean assumptions on social relations in the operations of law, but also works for the subjects of lawdefendants, witnesses, plaintiffs and complainants-who are all legal constructs for the purposes of legal operations. The process of abstraction, and the imposition of the binary code upon action, necessarily leads to a partial and incomplete framing of subjects before the law. Victims are just that: victims. The person has been reduced to an "artefact" whereby the law deems the relationship of subjugation to the defendant, and the harm caused, as the only relevant details. Legal subjects are:
not real flesh-and-blood people, are not human beings with brains and minds ... they are mere constructs, semantic artefacts produced by the legal discourse itself. 27 Or, in the words of Goodrich, the:
[p]articularisation or decontextualisation of legal discourse is its most significant ideological hallmark: concrete social relationships and real (social) people are transmogrified into the abstractly free and equal legal subjects of the legal code. For instance, returning to our earlier example, to view the domestic incident as a crime prioritises the legal explanation over alternative explanations and, at the very least, pushes these alternatives to the background. The criminal law, in determining criminal liability for action, is concerned purely with ascertaining whether the defendant committed the prohibited act (actus reus), with a blameworthy state of mind (mens rea) and is unable to rely upon a legal defence.
D. NARRATIVE REPRODUCTION, LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTIC NEGOTIATION WITHIN THE COURTROOM
As has been explained, the courtroom is a site of specific discourses and languages where the regular participants feel at ease with these discourses. Law, as a system of rules, as an institution or as a cultural practice, necessarily concerns the manipulation of language: "language penetrates the legal system, and the law perhaps more than any other is a profession of words, ultimately and utterly dependent on some form of linguistic negotiation". 29 On a very basic level, site specific languages can create problems for those not versed in the language, in addition to problems associated with not understanding the rules of procedure, evidence and the informal assumptions concerning courtroom interaction. But the importance of language in the courtroom is not only to be found in the confusion created when participants are not familiar with implicit courtroom conventions; it is also a valuable window into the cultural world of the participants. When courtroom participants perform speech acts they are 30 M. Brennan, "Cross-Examining Children in Criminal Courts: Child Welfare Under Attack", in ibid, 199.
engaged in a process of production that reflects cultural positioning. For instance, Goodrich noted that:
Linguistic structure itself encodes inequalities of power and is also instrumental in enforcing them. The linguistic structures of a text or of a particular institutional practice are thus a matter for critical interpretation.
In so far as the text reflects and expresses the roles, purposes and ideologies of its participants or subjects, these implicit or unconsciously regulated operative meanings are accessible to study through their expression in the lexicon, syntax and semantics of the text. 31 Similarly, Harris commented on how magistrates' language offers valuable insights into the ideological basis of the legal system and the particular interaction. The courtroom interaction is said to offer a "tangible connection with more abstract concepts inherent in the legal process". 32 This proposition suggests that an examination of courtroom discourse illuminates the ideological assumptions that support and legitimise law. 
The Importance of Stories
One method of inspecting courtroom utterances is through an inspection of courtroom narratives. Narrative is a specific language form that carries general significance in addition to carrying specific value in the legal process. Storytelling is a pervasive cultural activity 34 whereby we make sense of the world:
Our very definition as human beings is very much bound up in the stories that we tell about our own lives and the world in which we live. We cannot, in our dreams, our daydreams, our ambitious fantasies, avoid the imaginative imposition of form on life.
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Narrative is important in the legal context as people come to the law with problems.
These problems can be presented as a narrative, with the presenter as the central character; as someone who has been harmed or suffered a violation of personal interests. A legal audience must listen to these narratives and then sift through them for legally relevant facts while applying the law to these facts. This is the nature of the construction of legal cases. 36 The lawyer must then reconstitute the narrative in the courtroom in a manner appropriate to that particular setting, all the while being aware that an opposing lawyer may be constructing a counter-narrative, either on the basis of a different version of events or by interpreting the agreed events in a different manner. The courtroom lawyer, in constructing a narrative, has to deal with the 35 P. Brooks, "The Law as Narrative and Rhetoric" in above n2, p. 19. Jackson goes so far as to suggest that while narrative content is contingent, narrative structure may well be universal: B. Jackson, Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence (Merseyside: Deborah Charles Publications, 1988). 36 Jackson, however, would suggest that the nature of legal decision making is more akin to a comparison of narratives; the facts appear in a narrative form and the law is also understood as encompassing a paradigm narrative form. For instance, we understand criminal offences not as abstract legal rules, but through paradigm examples of specific behaviour. We therefore, according to Jackson, decide whether an incident falls within a legal rule by comparing that incident to our paradigm example of the rule: Jackson, above n35. Evidence of this approach can be seen, to a large extent, in an academic paper by A. Bogg and J. contradictions and gaps that appear in our narratives, in addition to attributing legal relevance to these events. The courtroom lawyer therefore, "must at once elicit and construct a story, and the distinction between the elicited and the constructed is by no means clear". 38 There can be little doubt that courtroom participants are engaged in the process of either constructing or interpreting narratives. 39 This leads to a question of how courtroom participants construct or hear stories.
Narrative Construction in the Courtroom
On a very basic level, stories or narratives recount a series of events with a beginning, a middle and an end, and these events are organised into a coherent whole that makes sense and gives events meaning. When we tell stories, we do so to make a point;
narratives carry an interpretative force that allows the audience to make sense of the story, 40 and a "primary way individuals make sense of experience is by casting it in a narrative form". 41 For Bennett and Feldman, the story is the means by which lawyers in the courtroom organise events in a meaningful manner, resulting in the story being an almost universal feature of courtroom interaction. plausible whole. This is achieved through the narrative. 43 For Bennett and Feldman, the success or otherwise of a line of reasoning depends upon how it fits within the overarching narrative that has been constructed and whether or not this narrative is plausible. 44 However, this narrative must be constructed by trial lawyers through the turn-taking sequences associated with courtroom interaction. 
Narrative (Re)Construction
We are beginning to see that narrative construction is an important activity and one that is crucial within the courtroom. However, the act of narrative (re)production is not simply the recounting of experience; narrative performance involves the (re)construction of events and that inevitably invokes a creative process. This involves omitting irrelevant details ("flattening"), exaggerating important points ("sharpening") and polishing other features of the narrative so as to remove unsuitable material ("rationalisation"). 46 Whenever we tell stories, we do so at different times, to different audiences, to make different points. At each of these different times, the focus of the narrative will change, leading to a different emphasis and the removal and addition of details. This process is not merely a reaction to the audience; it is creative, whereby reality is readdressed on each telling. Riessman, for instance, noted how some narrative theorists see speech acts (and therefore narrative (re)production) Narratives are created with the assistance of "schemata": "an active organisation of past reactions and past experiences which organises elements of recall into structured wholes". 48 They are organised around a simple structure that we implicitly use and acknowledge as a framework when we tell stories. The schemata perform a number of functions that allow for the organisation and recall of information: they represent a "prototypical abstraction" of a concept; they help to organise information through the use of "variables or slots that can be filled" whenever we receive information; they guide "the interpretation of incoming information" so as to help us make sense of the world; and we can fill in the gaps when the "expected information does not appear". actions that help us to identify "the good, the bad and the ugly". 52 Barthes, for instance, shows how "The World of Wrestling" is not simply a sport, but is akin to "ancient theatre"; the characters are organised around themes that support moral messages within the spectacle. The "excessive gestures" of the participants help the audience to identify the characters and their roles:
Each sign in wrestling is therefore endowed with an absolute clarity, since one must always understand everything on the spot. As soon as the adversaries are in the ring, the public is overwhelmed with the obviousness of the roles. As in the theatre, each physical type expresses to excess the part which has been assigned to the contestant. Where the event is prioritised over the meaning or interpretation within a story, the meaning is said to originate from an 53 R. analysis of the events. In other words, when (re)constructing a narrative, we describe the events and then interpret them. However, the event/interpretation hierarchy may be inverted to give the interpretation priority. Rather than events suggesting an interpretation, the interpretations (or schemata) influence the selection of relevant events. In short, narrative (re)production reflects individual world views:
According to this presupposition, the narrative can only be understood if one acknowledges that the 'events' referred to are not independent of and prior to the Interpretation, but are rather the products of discursive forces, restrictions and requirements.
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This takes us back to Riessman above, and the scepticism surrounding a "correspondence theory of truth". 58 Rather than truth being found from observable phenomena, we creatively produce truth from our theories about the world:
our epistemic claims are not picturing reality, it is rather the other way round: reality is a picture of our epistemic claims (to be disguised as power claims rather than truth claims). Thus the pole of Event can be reduced to the pole of Interpretation.
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For Van Roermund, either hierarchy privileges one pole at the expense of the other in a manner that fails to represent narrative (re)construction, both events and interpretation being crucial for (re)construction. Returning to schemata, Cortazzi noted how narrative (re)production was a top down and bottom up process, whereby 57 Ibid. 58 Above, n34. 59 Above n54, p. 32.
the audience constructed meaning from the events and the already existing schemata.
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Acceptance of the strong thesis that interpretation is prior to the event, or the weaker compromise that the interpretation is merely influential in (but not prior to) the framing of events, has serious consequences for the ( The result of such processes of narrative (re)production is that the narratives that are delivered in court and accepted are constrained by culturally dominant ideologies, ideas and concepts. An accurate record was made for each of these observations and access to the CPS allowed for detailed notes to be taken from prosecution files. A data capture form was developed that enabled details of the prosecution case and the court hearing to be systematically recorded.
Finally, the City magistrates' court was a large court centre with 10 different court 64 I am grateful to the CPS for providing access and to all the prosecutors, caseworkers and administrative staff who generously donated their time. Unfortunately, it is not possible to name any one person individually as one of the conditions of access was the granting of anonymity. 65 The mode of trial decision determines trial venue for triable either way cases. As the name suggests, either way cases can be tried in either the magistrates' court or the Crown Court and the magistrates preside over this decision with the defendant retaining a right to elect Crown Court trial if the magistrates retain jurisdiction. The prosecution outline the allegations against the defendant and the bench then make their decision on the basis of whether any likely sentence will be outside of the magistrates' powers and the existence of other aggravating features. For further information, see A. Ashworth, The Criminal Process: An Evaluative Study (2nd ed., Oxford University Press, 1998).
rooms that were predominantly used for different purposes. For instance, two courts were dedicated youth courts, a number were dedicated trial courts and others handled administrative work. Within this rota, the administrative courts were divided between early first hearing courts, early administrative hearing courts and custody courts where bail decisions were processed. In order to ensure a representative sample of mode of trial hearings, time was spent in different administrative courtrooms. In the County magistrates' court, all administrative business was conducted in one courtroom, enabling the researcher to remain in that court for the duration of the fieldwork.
F. AN INTRODUCTION TO NARRATIVE ANALYSIS
During the fieldwork period it became apparent how administrative hearings, and in particular mode of trial hearings, failed to follow the structural regularities identified by Atkinson and Drew. 66 Atkinson and Drew approached the courtroom process from the perspective of conversation analysis. This led, inter alia, to a concern with how adjacency pairs, such as question-answer, operated within the specialist setting of the courtroom. The mode of trial hearing, however, followed a different regularity; the prosecutor delivered what appeared to be a standard statement followed by a brief statement from the defence solicitor 67 and a decision by the bench. This suggested that, not only was the prosecutor's statement the main thrust of the hearing, but this 67 Usually indicating that she had no observations to make. 68 This decision was usually presented without the giving of reasons.
followed a regular pattern, not unlike a narrative. In short, the prosecutor seemed to be telling a highly regulated story.
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As a means of analysing narrative structure, the evaluation model developed by Labov (1977) was utilised to examine the themes and structure of the courtroom narratives observed. 70 Labov suggested that narratives share a number of common features. At their most basic, narratives consist of a sequence of at least two narrative clauses that chronologically describe a series of events. While there must be two narrative clauses at a minimum, it is usual to encounter many more than two. In short, narratives usually have a beginning, a middle and an end. Next, narratives address a number of potential questions; the substance of any narrative answers these questions before the audience asks them. Finally, a common narrative structure can be identified with different sections performing different tasks and addressing different questions.
Narrative Structure
Labov suggested six elements that may be present in a narrative 71 ; these are listed below. However, while a complete narrative may consist of all six parts to the structure, they are not necessarily required. As explained earlier, all that is required are two narrative clauses.
The Abstract: This is the optional introduction that encapsulates the crux of the narrative. It also creates a space whereby the narrator makes it clear that a 69 In what appears to be an almost complete role reversal, Heffer, above n36, expected to find narratives clearly within his data but instead found these embedded in the complex turn-taking sequences of lawyer-witness interaction. 70 Above n40. For further methods of evaluating narrative see M. Cortazzi, Primary Teaching: How it is: A Narrative Account (London: Fulton, 1991); Cortazzi, above n46; and Riessman, above n34. Labov's model was selected as it provided the most detailed model of narrative structure. 71 Above n40.
The Abstract
The abstract is most notable by its absence in the data. As the abstract functions to create space for the delivery of a narrative, it is not strictly necessary in the mode of trial hearing. Conversational analysis suggests that everyday conversation is marked by the use of adjacent pairs, such as question-answer, and complicated turn-taking rules. The abstract is the means by which the narrator informs (or requests of) those listening that normal turn taking conventions are suspended and an extended turn will follow where the narrator tells the story. In everyday conversation we might say "let me tell you a story". However, in the mode of trial hearing, such requests are unnecessary as institutional conventions determine the order and selection of speakers. Courtroom participants know the sequence of utterances within the courtroom and come to expect that certain speech acts will take place, in certain places, at certain times. The prosecutor therefore does not need to begin with an abstract, as all the repeat players know what will happen next. The magistrate will deliver a standard statement asking the defendant for her plea and explaining the consequences of that plea. If there is a plea of not guilty, the prosecutor will then deliver their mode of trial observations, followed by the defence solicitor's statement.
Nevertheless, even though an abstract is unnecessary for the court regulars, prosecutors did occasionally introduce their observations with an abstract. For instance, the prosecutor in case 25 opened with a typical abstract: "as far as mode of trial is concerned, the prosecution say that this is a matter which you can try here."
Similarly, the prosecutor in case 40 started by saying, "the prosecution say that this matter is not suitable for summary trial". These are just two examples of standard abstract clauses that can be found, albeit infrequently, within the data set. Although mundane, they evidence two considerations regarding the work of lawyers within the legal process. Firstly, they do suggest an expectation that stories begin with a beginning. Secondly, these abstracts show something of the nature of legal storytelling: whilst we might start an everyday story by saying, "let me tell you a story that explains this", or "I know another story about that", lawyers start (and tell) stories differently. This can be seen most clearly in the abstract to case 18: "Sir, there is an aggravating feature". All three abstracts are focused upon the legally relevant details of the case.
The Orientation
Orientation clauses in narratives set the scene; they introduce characters, the setting Orientation What seems to have happened is that they have, she's told him that the relationship is over, she doesn't want him at the premises.
Complication
He forces his way into her address-that's the summary only offence of using violence to secure entry-and she then describes how he assaulted her there so whilst he pushes the door in or kicks the door in, he punches her to the side of her neck which she says causes her to move past. He goes into the living room where the child is-I think the child is about six months old or thereabouts-he picks up the child in his arms and kicks the child's bouncer towards her so that he kicks the outside of her right thigh.
He then pulls the phone out of the socket, he takes the handset, she says he hit her with the phone handset two or three times to the back of her head.
She puts her arms to push him away, he grabs her hand and bites her, she says, on the left forearm. She says he's holding it for about five secondsshe's got a circular purple mark on her left arm as a result of that. He shoves her with the side of his body causing her to move out of the way. While the orientation section in this narrative is more complete than that outlined as typical in case 59, the mere details given are still insufficient for a full understanding of the interaction. While the three details outlined-the assault is said to take place against the defendant's partner, the relationship is now over, and the complainant no longer wants the defendant at the address-provide some context to this incident (this is a case of domestic violence and the relationship between the parties is breaking down), many more questions need to be addressed to enable a thorough understanding of the incident. For instance, we could ask why the relationship is over. Who, if anyone is to blame for this? Why does she no longer wish to see him at the premises?
He then picks up the baby's milk
Does she have something to hide, or is she afraid of him? Does he have a right to be at the premises or an interest in being there?
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The orientation section in this narrative failed adequately to address any of these (and other) questions, yet there was an indication of a wider context in the text.
Throughout the complication, orientation clauses told another tale (these have been italicised in the text) and these referred to the existence of a child who was present 73 The legal process therefore silences the participants. For an in-depth analysis of how the legal process silences lay voices see Goodrich, above n11, ch. 6 during this encounter.
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The analysis so far suggests that narrative (re)productions in court are partial and fail, therefore, adequately to reflect what has occurred. While this is to some extent inevitable-as a (re)counting of events, narratives flatten reality when describing the important features of an event-legal narratives are prone to intensify this process. The mode of trial hearing, being concerned with one particular legal process, the venue decision, situates narratives within this institutional structure.
Much of the human interest in case 17 is lost; the courtroom participants do not need to hear this information when assessing the defendant's case. All that is needed is an outline of the legal case against the defendant, along with an evaluation of how this fits in with an understanding of the mode of trial decision.
Taken as a whole, it is most likely that this incident resulted from an argument over custody of the child; both parties picked up the child on at least one occasion, he complained about not being able to see the child and he eventually left with the child. An appreciation of this possible context, however, simply leads to more unanswered questions; does the defendant have a right to take the child and does he have good reason for doing so?
The Complication
The complication is the main body of a narrative; it is here that we find the narrative clauses that (re)produce past experiences and describe the events central to the narrative. recognise a narrative. The abstract, the orientation, the resolution, and the evaluation answer questions which relate to the function of effective narrative". 76 Case 17, above, illustrates how lawyers present events to the court.
The Result
The trial hearings for assaults had a section where the prosecutor outlined the extent of the injuries, even if these were not expanded upon for evaluative purposes.
The Evaluation
In the evaluation, the narrator informs the audience of the reason for the story. In the mode of trial hearing, the events are retold so that the court can make a decision on venue; the evaluation is focused upon this reason for the narrative. It was most common to find evaluation clauses grouped together at the end of the mode of trial hearing, along with the prosecutor's recommendation. The following, from case 38, is typical of an evaluation section. The prosecutor noted all the main features of the allegation, and how they tied together to suggest the recommendation:
Prosecutor: Your worships, if you take the prosecution case at its highest,
we have the pulling out of earrings, which could actually cause very serious injury, although fortunately didn't in this case, and a bite to the cheek, so we've got the use of teeth as a weapon, they're complete strangers to each other-they're not known to each other-and of course it's the town centre in a nightclub, and we have, what on the face of it, the complainant is suggesting unprovoked violence. I'd have to ask you, in all seriousness, whether the case is one suitable for magistrates' court trial.
The Coda
Labov suggested that the coda operates to "bridge the gap between the moment of time at the end of the narrative proper and the present". 77 The coda effects a clear indication that the narrator has ceased telling the story and therefore normal turntaking conventions are restored. The recommendation therefore usually operates as a coda, because at that point the narrative has performed its function and the courtroom regulars are aware that the defence solicitor is then at liberty to make her representations. Nevertheless, some prosecutors will occasionally make an utterance that resembles a coda. For instance, in case 38, the prosecutor closed by stating, "
[y]our worships, there is nothing else really that I can usefully say".
H. NARRATIVE FORMS
In the mode of trial hearing, prosecutors utilised different narrative forms at differing times. These usually fell into one of three different categories: full or complete narratives; truncated or brief narratives; and finally, prosecutors may not deliver a narrative as commonly understood at all. Each of these different forms will be examined in turn.
Full Narratives
Some prosecutors in the sample displayed propensities for storytelling, delivering complete and extensive narratives, while others utilised this form only for difficult decisions. Case 46 provides a good example of an extensive narrative, where the 77 Ibid., p. 365.
Evaluation
That, in essence, is the prosecution case. It is a substantial sum of money and a breach of trust. Nearly all parts of this narrative focused upon legal aspects of the allegations. The abstract noted the value of property taken; important in considering venue. 78 The orientation described the relationship between the parties; this displayed the breach of trust inherent in the allegations. In this hearing, there was little in the way of evaluation, although the prosecutor gave some history to the interaction in the orientation. Any evaluation would be expected to draw attention to the seriousness (or otherwise) of the allegations. As seen above, this can be omitted if the case is regarded, or constructed, as straightforward and unworthy of extra comment. However, it is doubtful if the common stock of knowledge important for such cases actually exists for allegations of threats to kill.
They do not appear as a specific offence in the Mode of Trial Guidelines 82 and most prosecutors preferred to proceed with an alternative charge. 83 As a result, the infrequency of such cases most probably has not allowed for a common perception to take hold and the usual comfort of working within knowable boundaries no longer applies. As a result, the District Judge had to ask for advice.
J. IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT NARRATIVE FORMS incident were absent. As a result, both parties were silenced. The most disturbing feature of the hearing, however, is that the prosecutor's representations could be designed to reflect the incident from the complainant's perspective. The norm that the bench is to assume that the prosecution can prove their case 84 means that the mode of trial hearing is one of the few occasions where the victim can have their story told in court unchallenged. Yet, the process operated in such a manner as to distort their narrative radically. Once again, this was at its most obvious with truncated narratives, but it also operated when the prosecutor engaged in storytelling. The problem has been identified by Goodrich:
After the event, the law arrives to reconstruct the discourse of othersafter it has been uttered, after the context of its uttering has become cold or alien to its author-and endows it with significance, relevance and 
Omitting Information
Another problem with the truncated narrative is what can be omitted; the prosecutor controls access to information. This was a problem in case 33 and was addressed only when the defence solicitor intervened. The prosecutor in this case delivered a standard truncated narrative. She explained that the defendant was acting as a nightclub doorman and the complainant was a guest. She noted how the complainant was punched several times by the defendant and then outlined the injuries; stitches were required and bones were broken in the fingers and wrist. The prosecutor closed with a recommendation that the case was not suitable for summary trial. The defence solicitor, however, noted a problem with the version of events described by the prosecutor; a witness statement that he received from the prosecution suggested that the broken bones might have been self-inflicted as a result of striking a wall. The prosecutor then had to acknowledge this problem; in effect, the truncation process in simplifying events glossed over the ambiguities and problems in the case.
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Going to Law (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2001). Interestingly, in both studies, respondents thought that more informal approaches, such as mediation, allowed a better opportunity to be heard. 87 Above n36. 88 Of course, not all witnesses want to narrate. Heffer, above n36, 118-20, describes the difficulties of a victim of a sexual assault who was hesitant when giving evidence. 89 A further ambiguity was not addressed. The prosecutor noted how the defendant was working as a doorman and the incident took place as part of his employment. This must be an aggravating feature, as the defendant is employed to ensure the safety of the nightclub customers, not threaten that safety. Yet the witness statement makes it clear that the defendant and complainant were friends. This suggests a slightly different interpretation of events but the truncation process masks such fine details.
K. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has theorised on how legal language is constructed and how legal narratives are (re)produced in a particular manner. The narrative (re)production practices of prosecutors have been examined in a manner that highlights the control of information and the legal focus of the professionals. The silencing of defendants, witnesses and complainants is apparent in these practices. Yet, the extent to which legal practice could operate in any other way as presently constituted is not clear. The utilisation of storytelling would be regarded as wasting time and introducing irrelevant details. The frustration observed by other professionals to those prosecutors who adopted a storytelling approach displays the extent to which such reforms would be resisted.
Prosecutors managed courtroom narratives in a way that accorded with legal concerns. The gap between the cases presented in court and the narratives of the participants resulted from professional practice and the objectives of the legal process.
The text produced was not designed as an entertaining story or even as a completely
faithful account of what happened. Rather, it was a presentation of a case, and a onesided case at that. This conclusion may be regarded as a little trite:
structuralist analyses are often regarded as trivial or banal; whereas a surface analysis relies upon the full significatory power of the language, and is capable of extracting meaning from the multiplicity of small units to be identified within it, a deep 'structural' analysis appears to reduce this specific detail to a few general themes. It is, nonetheless, important for this. As explained earlier, Jackson regards narrative form as almost universal.
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Throughout all the texts analysed, recurrent themes were identified that displayed the concerns of the professionals. This process of legal construction can also be seen in the omission of information in the mode of trial hearing. Much of the context to the disputes that formed the very material of courtroom work was lost in the narrative reproduction process. Brief orientations, for instance, resulted in partial accounts, whereby the richness of a narrative was lost. However, this is also functional for the legal system. The prosecutor is able to paint a clear picture of the protagonists and the interaction. Within case 17 for example, we have seen how the prosecutor omitted to describe fully the access and custody dispute that undoubtedly coloured the events. As this was not explained, there was no means of deciding which party had the better claim to custody of the child. Yet the legal decision that had to be made could best be done without this context to the story. The professionals merely had to decide whether the actions of the defendant transgressed the criminal code; the omission of this context helped in the creation of a legal binary, victim/offender or aggressor/defender. By simply describing the actions of the defendant, in the absence of any explanation, the prosecutor constructed a legal case that was focused upon the legal implications of actions; a picture was created of an aggressive male using violence to achieve goals and a passive woman defending herself, her child and her
If this is the case, it could be argued that storytelling is a pervasive activity that we take for granted; it is one of those phenomena that we fail to notice because it is so prevalent. It only becomes apparent when specifically highlighted.
property. While this may be an accurate description of events,
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Much of the theoretical approach developed earlier can help to explain the legal narratives produced by prosecutors and the silencing of the parties that results from the (re)production process. Comment was made on how autopoiesis suggests that the legal system "listens" to discourse from other systems. The everyday narratives of the participants are produced in a particular style and legal professionals listen to these narratives with distinct purposes in mind. The information that is then selected as relevant is that which fits with the objectives of the legal system.
Likewise, an examination of narrative (re)production suggested that narratives were framed with "mental maps" or "frames" in mind and the narratives thereby produced fitted into this pre-existing schemata. Legal narratives are therefore partial and incomplete; they are indebted to a particular perspective that frames the But this reconstruction by legal processes of everyday narrative is not a value neutral process. Law, and the manner in which legal discourse is fashioned, masks the ideological assumptions that help to form it as a species of discourse:
Legal language, in reality a cultural construction, is itself made to appear natural, self-evident.
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92 This discussion is in no way designed to apologise for males' use of violence towards their partners. 93 Goodrich, above n1, p. 144.
